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THE NEW ZEALAND ARMS STAMPS
AN INTRODUCTION:

BY RUSSELL WHITE IV

(Fipst published in "The Stamp Stump'j the Newsletter of the Greater Derry
Philatelia Soaiety, Derry, NH, USA, September 1986)

New Zealand first issued the "Arms" type revenue stamp in 1931.
The stamp was produced from designs by H.L. Richardson who also
designed the King George V definitive series.
To say that the
design took a long time to be adopted would be an understatement!
One of the early essays appeared as a sketch by Mr. Richardson
as stamp showing the general Arms type with the stamp duty
inscription and is known from about 19151
This essay showed a
stamp in the same size factor as the previous issues, a considerably taller stamp than those finally issued.
I presume that the
cost of the war, scarcity of metals etc., may have somewhat
impacted scheduling of the issue, but it does seem to have taken
a long time.
The basic design adopted was simple, the coat of arms of New
Zealand with the value in tablets above and below the design and
then sandwiched between the design and the bottom tablet is the
legend: NEW ZEALAND STAMP DUTY.
Actually, there are five subframe types, and these are generally related to the value of the
stamp. The first group is generally seen for two groups.
The
first of these is the original shilling and pence issues.
The
1/3d. single colour, the 2/6d., 7/6d., and the l2/6d.
Incidentally, for those of you too young to remember, 2/6d. is the
abbreviation for 2 shilling and 6 pence and 2/- would be two
shillings (and) no pence etc.
The second type of frame seen
in value order is one that was used for some of 'the later values.
It also has (as do all values) the value tablets above and
below, but the side margins are narrower at the top and bottom
and wider in the middle, sort of a chevron pointing toward the
middle of the stamp.
Most of these values are the "overprint
issues" and were not in the original issue of 1931. There is
another group that uses this frame, but more about them later on.
The values usually seen are the 1/3d., two colour stamp (Black
and Yellow), the 3/6d., 5/6d., 11/- and 22/-.
These were
issued in 1940 to meet a series of new fiscal needs, but were
also available for p,0stage.
The third type of frame is that
used for the "whole' shilling values.
This consists of the
same general design with the side frames taking a chevron facing
out design and value tablets with the number of the value in
them in the middle of each side.
The values with this frame typ~
are: 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/-, 9/-, 10/-, 15/-, 25/-, 30/-, 35/(both with and without the overprint).
Again, for those who may
not recall, there were 20 shillings in a pound, hence the gap in
the above numbering sequence.
A similar frame type is seen for the "whole" pound types.
Here
the value tablet is moved to the top, just under the top value
table (where it is written), with the "squiggly L" pound designator
and the numeral (L2 etc.).
Values with this frame time are all
of the whole pound values from one to ten pounds, Ll, L2, L3, L4,
L5, L6, L7, L8, L9 and LlO.
The L6, L7, L9 and LlO values come
with a black value overprint in the centre and may also exist
without.
I have not yet seen unoverprinted ones.
More about
the overprints later.
The next frame type is seen for those
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"odd values" above Ll that state a compound value - i. e. TWO
POUNDS and TEN SHILLINGS.
The side frame for these is wide
and vertical with a value table at the base, just above the
bottom value (written) tablet.
Values seen with this frame are:
L2.l0/-, L3.l0/- and L4.l0/-.
All three of these types are
fairly scarce.
For the values over ten pounds the frame type
listed for the coloured 1/3d. is used, narrow at the top, chevron
shaped, pointing towards the centre.
Most of these have the
basic stamp in one colour and the value printed in another.
As
discussed below, most of these exist both with a black value overprint and without as may be seen in the accompanying charts.
As
Most postage stamp catalogues list the values to 5 pounds.
the whole pound values to 10 pounds have been seen used on large
wrappers or packages, I feel that these values should also be
listed.
This would yield a more consistent break, as the ten
pound stamp is the largest value in its frame type.
With so many values, things could get confusing very quickly.
As more values were added and colours looked similar at times,
there are after all only so many colours, mistakes were made.
To
alleviate this problem, the 1/3d. stamp's colour was changed
from Lemon-yellow to an Orange-yellow, as it was mistaken for the
35/- and the 11/- values, both also a Pale Yellow.
Additionally,
since the colours still were .similar for the 35/- stamp and the
newest 11/- stamp, both stamps were overprinted in Black with
large numerals.
Since, I suspect that this may have been done
before there was much demand for the 35/- stamp; this, coupled
with its difficulty in obtaining for collectors, may explain the
current scarcity of the unoverprinted stamp.
When additional
values were added in the 1940's and 1950's, many of these were
also overprinted, I believe to help alleviate the confusion.
Most, if not all, of the higher values (over 10 pounds) exist
overprinted, but may also exist unoverprinted.
I believe that
overprinting probably started about 1936, to avoid confusion, as a
7 pound stamp is similar in colour to the l2/6d. - a costly mistake in the 1930's.
Similarly, most of the values over L5
exist overprinted, especially from later printings, papers and
watermarks.
While this may be the reason that Scott and others
end their listings at L5, as stated above, the LlO value seems a
more logical break.
As mentioned above, there are different papers.
Some people
are probably running for their watermarking trays about now and
others are just running.
There are two basic watermarks listed
in Scott.
First we'll separate the stamps that way, and then
discuss further variations.
The basic watermarl fpr all values
is an NZ and Star.
On the earlier printings this is a single
watermarked NZ and Star.
On the later printings, starting
around 1946, the watermark changes to a multuple NZ and Star on
the stamp.
If the Star and NZ are not close to the centre, it
is more likely one of the later issues.
Unfortunately, not all
issues have easily visible watermarks, but they all do have
watermarks.
Many of these watermarks exist in both upright and
inverted positions.
From about 1958, the majority of printings
have the watermark inverted, on purpose.
This apparently had
something to do with the nap of the paper and how it absorbed
the ink at press time.
Now to a few other minutiae.
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Among the earlier printings, there are two major groups of papers,
each named for the paper maker.
The first is Cowans, the provider of the paper at the outset.
The second is Wiggins-Teape who
started to provide paper about 1935 or 1936 for this issue. Looking at the paper is the key to distinguishing these two papers,
actually a relatively simple task.
If you are watermarking the
paper (or look at it very carefully), you should be able to see
that the mesh of the paper is longer in one direction than the
other, similar to the grain in wood.
The issues of Cowan used a
screen that produced a paper with the mesh running vertically in
reference to the watermark.
Paper produced by Wiggins-Teape has
a horizontal mesh.
This coupled with cancellations can give a
pretty good idea of when the early printings were done. Additionally, there are a number of different paper runs, where perhaps
the coating is less or more thick.
The paper is thicker or
thinner, but I will leave those for the more adventurous to
fathom using the accompanying chart.
For most New Zealand stamps, the watermarks were changed from
the single NZ and Star to multiple ones about the end of World
War 11 and the Postal-fiscals are no exceptions.
This watermark
is continued to this day in the decimal issues of the postal
fiscals, although it is now seen in one of two sideways positions.
The watermarks of the stamps are generally upright in relation
to the stamp design until about 1958, although exceptions do occur.
There are a number of papers used here, mostly distinguished by
the weight or thickness of the paper, the distinctness of the
mesh, or occasionally whether the stamps used a chalky substance
on the face to help hold the ink.
I will leave this area as an
exercise to the reader, hoping that this will challenge you to
look at that mundane set stuck somewhere in the back of your album.
When you consider that the set was issued in 1931 and printings
continued until in 1967 for sterling issues and continues today
for decimal values, that there are 82 stamps listed is not
surprising.
As this includes the two major watermarks, this is
not really many stamps at alII
A few of these stamps are quite
expensive, but may also be found fiscally used at a fraction of
the catalogue price.
A number of the scarcer stamps cataloguing
at $1,000 or more may be found fiscally used for $5.00 to $75.00
and most are far less expensive than that.
I generally presume,
that unless it is a common stamp, that most cancels are revenue
usage, since that is the most common case.
I have a couple of
values used on cover and have seen others, but at least for me,
fiscally used is okay too and it has provided many hours of
enjoyment, frustration and study.

JUNIOR SPOT

i~COIL

FROM

VAL McFARLANE

STAMPS
Stamps issued to the public from stamp
vending machines.
They are specially printed and made
up into coils or rolls containing hundreds of stamps,
reeled sideways or lengthways, and can show constant
variations in the watermark position and are frequently
found imperforate on the parallel sides.
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9d.

Plate Blocks
Plate lAlA & lB1B
Plate lAlA

Plate lA2A & lB2B

Bottom selvedges imperforate (normal).
Bottom selvedges perforated (abnormal).
Right selvedge showing perforations of
adjoin~ng right pane.
Right selvedge guillotined to half width
probably from half sheets by De La Rue.
Note that this issue has top perf. pin
removed so top perforation is very wide.

Value Block
From Plate lB1B

£6 not altered - perforated top selvedge
(normal) .
£6 not altered - imperf. top selvedge
(abnormal) .
From Plate lB2B
£6 not altered - perf. top selvedge, top
p,erf. p,in removed.
From Plate lA1A & 'Value' block with no value printed (not
lA2A
seen, but existence inferred).
From Plate lA1A
As illustration (b) in catalogue, but
imperf. top selvedge.
From Plate lB1B
As illustration (a) in catalogue, but
imperf. top selvedge.
l/6d. Plate Block
2 States - One with full width burele
Plate lA2A
band, the other guillotined.
Value Block
From Plate lBlB
From Plate lB2B
From Plate lAlA/
lA2A

£12 imperforate R. selvedge.
£12 perforated R. selvedge.
"Value" block with no value printed (not
seen, but existence inferred).

l/9d. Value Block (First

It must be emphasised that the "no value" value blocks must be
extremely scarce.
It will be noted that the omitted perf. pin
type I only record as having occurred on the 9d. value lA2A/1B2B
as this is all that I have seen, but readers could perhaps check
to see if any other values present this characteristic. Lastly,
all the four values could have been collected in gutter pairs,
but few seem to have been preserved.
1/-

Value Block
From Plate lB1B

£8 imperforate right selvedge
£8 perforated right selvedge
From Plate lA1A & "Value" block with no value printed
lA2A
(existence confirmed)
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CP's First Post-bid Sale - Marine Post Offices and Other Early
Postal History Post-bid Sale of 12th December 1986
The following
are a few of the outstanding realisations in the above sale.
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot
Lot

100
100
102
102
102
102
102
102

(a)
(g)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(m)

.......... $450.00
.......... $165.00
.......... $1567.50
.......... $506.00
.......... $319.00
.......... $1375.00
.......... $120.00
.......... $577.50

This was a true "Post-bid Sale" (auction) as opposed to a tender
sale.
Successful bids were 10% above the nearest under-bidder
or above the reserve price.
While it is not our policy to publish
the maximum bids received on any lot, we can state that on some
of the early Marine Post Office material maximum bids ranged
between two and two-and-a-half times the estimates published in
the catalogue (in particular, Lots 102 (a),(b),(c) and (d).
Watch for our next Post-bid Sale which will include a further
collection of nineteenth century Marine Post Office material.

As Leigh Mardon, the Australian printers of all our definitive
stamps, used the same paper for NZ stamps (known as APWH) it
follows that our own definitive stamps will be in future on a
new paper.
As is the NZPO custom, although they. knew in advance,
they did not advise collectors until long after the new paper
was actually in use.
The new paper is phosphorised and was first used on the 40~
Apple in the reprint of August 1986, bearing two kiwis on the
selvedge.
Apart from the phosphor reaction of the new paper it
can be identified by the poorer quality of the surfacing. Previous
printings of the 40~ have been extremely smooth and blemish-free,
whereas the new paper has a much more "r.itted" appearance under a
glass.
This latest printing is a lot 'colder" in colour, the
Yellow particularly is now nearly Yellow-green in comparison with
the Yellow of previous printings.
The second issue on phosphorised paper is the
"Kiwi" which appeared in September 1986.

30~

Kakapo with one

One can reasonably assume that all reprints of definitives will be
on this paper - from the l~ to the $4 - as they are needed.
In passing, it is to be noted that the recent reprint on unwatermarked paper of the "Arms" series is also on phosphorised paper.
30 9 Kakapo - A New Re1rint
A reprint appeared late in 1986 for
this stamp with two back kiwis in the selvedge underneath Row 10/2.
Printing is on phosphor paper.
With the increase imminent in
postal rates to 40~ for the local rate, numbers used of this twokiwi reprint are likely to be considerably reduced.
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FULL FACE QUEENS
Appeal'anae magnifiaent in an the fonowing.
to "supel'b".

138 (a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)

(i)
(j)

~SG.8),

Ovel'all aondition "inte1'mediate"

ld. Dull OrsEJ)i?e

By Richardson on unwaterFour margined copy of
perfect frontal appearance and colour.
Sc:ne slightly .
shaven areas at reverse.
(Cat. $1200)
.
Ale 50.33 ld. Br' tOre-vermilion Watennark
Large Star, Jnper .
so ute y ri iant our-margined
Horizontal crease visible only fran back.
copy.
Glorious item (cat. $450)
.
Ale (50.35), ld. Carmine-vermilion (Star - ~r.f.)
Glorious unused - margin tOUChes me point.
Cat. $500).
.
A dazzling additicn
A2d (50. 37)ttJd. Bright Ultramarine
(Watennark star .rf) .
s is me of the IIOst brilliant we have
seen.
Full four margins - very light clear postmark.
The print leaps up at you (figuratively that is I) .
A
staIlp of rare quality and beauty - we're proud to offer
it!
(Cat. $1000)
.
A2d(P) (50.50), 2d. Bluish-slate Roulette 7 - star
watermark.
Another brilliant-looking item.
Deep
tme ''Ultramarine'' colour and roulettes three sides.
Corner thin and tear allows (cat. $2500)
.
Md (50.44), l~h-~een Star - :inperf.
'l\olo
big margins esE!iilere.
Very light postmark
off the face.
Fine appearance (cat. $350)
.
A2h SO.96
2d. Blue
1 late wear
- Provisicnal
r no
.
our margms c ose cne
corner .
t mar central), but a \\'Onderful looking
~le.
Minor thin at reverse (cat. $1350)
.
A2h(z) (SG.96a) 2d. Ditto, Perf. 13 Glorious ~le pens slightly blunt me siae - bUt fine dated copy.
(Cat. $1500)
.
AS~1)££SG.75), 6<1. Black-brown - Star, p.13
Centred
hi , t a fine-lookiIlg exaople with postmark well off
face.
lDvely item of deep colour
.
A3d~ (50.117), 3d. Bluish-lilac - Star - p . a <:he
of
IIOst dramatically different shades we
seen
in all the Full Faces.
Well centred, this fine unused
is alIIOst certain to be different £ran anything else you

d VM paper.

UNO

•

have
(k) AAa (50.119), 4d. Rose - Star, p.m

..

Postmark off face,
this is a fine-lClCikiIii copy.
PettS slightly clipped at
right and mdnor soiling at top perfs.
(Cat. $750)
.
(1) ~4) (50.125), l~ YellOW-~ - Star p.12' - UNUSED
Pe s iIIproved atttcm, bUtce exaopte (cat. $225) ....
(m) Afm(3) ~SG.124), 1/- lle~ Yellow-green, Ditto
Really
superb ightIy postmarke used copy - nearing the perfect
used
.
, I

'~s

11

·:C

;OI;C

$275.00

$235.00
$150.00

$660.00

$275.00
$75.00

$275.00
$500.00
$200.00

$250.00
$375.00
$125.00
$150.00
lCO'

a aolleator of NZ stamps fol' the past 35 yeal's I deeply wish
that I had purahased a aopy of YOUI' aatalogue as soon as you
first pl'oduaed it.
It is definitely a most useful and thorougt
aatalogue and refel'enae manual. " - RHW. Hawel'a.
, , :0
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1935 PICTORIALS
Two magnificent purchases give us the chance to offer a rare selection of
major varieties - many in fine mint positioned blocks.
We have said, and
will say again, that in our experience this type of material in fine condition
is fast becoming almost unobtainable.
W? - ~ingle wmk.
W8 multiple wmk.
Blocks very lightly hinged unless otherwise stated.
~d. FANl'AIL

Ul

U2

Lla, p.14 x 13j, Wl, VM
(a) Plate lA hlOCk of four
Plate lB Ditto

.
.

Llb, p.14 ~' W8, 11'1
(a) Plate lA (
letters) block
..
Plate lB Ditto
.
Plate lA (large letters), block of nine (UHM) ••••.••.••••
Plate IB Ditto
.
Plate lAlB Ditto.
Block 9 (selvedge guillotined)
.
Plate IB Ditto.
Large block of 40 (10 x 4)
.
(b) Plate lA ~srnall) ~Vlc)
Superb block of 15 showingRB/l
"ClematisF flaw,t no flaw at Row 8/3
, .
Or block of 9 (few stains)
.
(c) Plate lA (LVld) As above, but block of 15 UHM.
Shows
&871 plua major flaw at RB/3 ('2' of~)
.
Or hinge block of 9
.
(d) Un-nunbered Plates Blocks of 9 fran each plate showing
flaws in "\d. in me and no flaw in the other (2. blocks R8/3)
Or block of 9 (stains) RB/3 flaw
.
Or block of "Official" UHM RB/3 flail,
.
(e) Llb Block top selvedge showing "dragged print" flaws
.
ortop right comer block four shows partial double
perfs
.
Or bottan rightcomer block (crease).
Shows partial
offset bottan pair (unlisted)
.
(f) Llb Block of four shows plate lolear in un-nunbered plate.
~rb pencil drawing of worn area as well
.
Or superb set of three used, showing retouch p.lB, R4/2,
a plate crack, un-nunbered plate.
R 5/17 re-entry •......
Or small set of Ui copies showing inverted wrk (u) RB/3,
R2/21, Rh/9 (4)
.
As above without inverted wrk copy •••.•.••••.•.••••..••..
Or R2/21 Ditto
.

$5.00
$5.00
$2.20
$2.20
$22.00.
$22.00
$10.00
$10.00
$45.00
$15.00
$45.00
$35.00
$55.00
$10.00
$55.00
$5.00
$400.00
$50.00
$10.00
$20.00
$10.00
$7.50
$2.00

Id. KIWI
U3

Ua, p.14 x~ Wl, VM (Die 1)
.
AI hI
x lH)
.
Plate A2 Ditto ..........................•................
Plate Bl Ditto
.
(b) Plate B2 (2 x VUi) block
.
(c) Ua ''Halo'' flaw R7/2 and major plate crack between
colums 1 and 2. UHM block of four
..
Or top selvedge single.
Major flaw under beak ••.••.•..•

(a) Plate

U4

tz

Ub, J%l3j x 14 Ditto
(a) Plate B2 in Ui block (no side selvedge)

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$20.00
$50.00
$5.00
$400.00

NINE

(b) Ub
125

126

Unhinged block of four fran top right selvedge

Uc, p.14 X l3l2, Booklet issue. W7, VM (Die 2)
(a) CarpIete Booklet - four fine panes in original condition
WIk. upright
(b) Single pane WIk. upright
Or binding selvedge pair (horizcntal) used wnk. upright

.

$450.00

.
.
.

$247.50
$55.00
$5.00

Ud. p.14 x ~. wa, HM (Die 3)
(a) Plate A3 bl
of four (2 x LH)
.
Plate A4 Ditto
.
Plate B3 Ditto
.
Plate B4 Ditto ......•....................................
(b) Ud Plate A4 (2 x LH) block of four.
Top t:~ stamps
SFi(iy dark greasy ink effect (foreign matter in ink)
.
(c) Ud Booklet pane with binding selvedge
.
.
(d) UDTd Ditto Official Plates A3, B3, B4
(e) Ud Ditto BlOCk of four inverted watermark (LH) ..•......
(f) Ud. prate Varieties
Each of the listed varieties is
accoopanied by a aelightful pencil sketch showing detail of
the design and the variety.
(4) = block of four etc.
(i)
Right selvedge block of 8. ''Plate scratch" praninent.
(ii) Plate B4.
Major flaw over Id. Rl/8 (4)
.
(iii) Flaw R4/l3 under Kiwi's breast (4)
.
(iv) Booklet plate - major Die 1 re-entry at RZ/2 hinged. no selvedge and sane creasing
.
(v)
Plate B3. R9/22 major retouch to "z" in pair
.
(vi) Set of three flaws in used - : major coloured
flaw to top of Zealand. single: heavy retouch
to clouds, single: R9/13 Kiwi's beak flaw. The
three
.
(vii) Plate B3" Set of 8 superb flaws in mint lIUltiples.
RZ/9 (frare) (3): RZ/6 dot under breast (pair):
~3 as RZ/6 (pairY:-RS/lO right frare (3):
~ "Zealand" (major)(3): R7/9 dot over "w" (3):
R97U dot under beak (4): R9/22'""Z" (6)
.
ljd. MAORI

$3.85
$3.85
$3.85
$3.85
$10.00
$50.00
$8.25
$8.80

$7.50
$20.00
$15.00
$50.00
$30.00

$35.00

$132.00

CXXlK]N;

m,

127 (a) L3a. p.14 x
W7 VM Plate lA ("(WO re-entries)
cray<Xl accountIng n1ili&!r on selvedge gun
Plate 1B - superb (2 x LH) block

p.a.
.
.

128 (a) L3b. p.l~ x 14 "wet" printing, Ditto Plate lA (reentries)Z x VVLH)
.
Plate lB (2 x VVVlR) •.•.•••.•.........•.•.................
Superb full vertical colUII1 of 10 with right selvedge shows full letters WIk. "New Zealand" <Xl selvedge and
overlapping stamps.
UHM
.

$82.50
$55.00
$137.50
$71.50
$165.00

129 (a) L3c, p.~ x 14 "wet" print~, W7 (Inverted & Rev.)
Plate lA lOCk tre-entries)
.
Plate 1B block mM ......•.................................
SUper block of fourUHM
.

$176.00
$90.00
$90.00

130 (a) L3d. p.14 x~! wa, HM Unique set of three shade blocks.
Red-brown.
Red-brown (both LH) and Deep Purple-brown a rare and strikingly different shade (2LH x 2UH). Utterly
unrepeatable
.
Plate lA (slight crease)
.
Or vertical pair shows plate no. and re-entries
.
Plate lB - superb
..

$300.00
$30.00
$25.00
$33.00

TEN

1935 PICTORIAL (Contd.)

(b) The Three Perf Heads - A Study in Plate Blocks Unique
study in five plate blocks.
Plates lA, lB Head "A"
perf. sideways: Plates lA,lB Head "B" (Ditto): Plate
lB Head "c" (Ditto).
Absolutely guaranteed - the set
includes photo-copies of strikes of each of the three
heads for reference and IIOUl1ting.
Chly in CPNI.M •.•••.••.
131 (a) L03b. p.l3\ x 14 (WIT) W7, VM "Official"
lB (tlo. guillotined) -

(b)

$325.00

Plate block

UlM ..........•............................... '"
ill

.
.

Fine used

.

$155.00
$132.00
$150.00

Plate lB

.
.

$110.00
$44.00

.

$16.50
$16.50

~~~~ !Altl~.~r~.~~~~~~~~~
2d. WHARE

132

(a)

~tePil4(2 ~~W7:.~

Plate lB (2 x VLH)
(b)

.

~~tepil4(2 ~~)~t~

.

Plate lB Ditto
.
Plate ZA Ditto
.
Plate 2B Ditto
.
Plate 3A Ditto
.
Plate 3B Ditto
.
Plate 4B Ditto
.
(c) Lv4b, Plate lB, Row 2/3 "Tekoteko" re-entry sky above
iilai"e.
A very early state showing tiny outline only. In
UlM block of six with selvedge
.
Or a block of six of nuch later state - hinged in selvedge
only. Full shape and outline of the Tekoteko
.
(d) L4b, Plate lB lOth Vertical Row ( Rows 1 to 6 No. 10).
Vertical plate cracks show as irregular wavy lines. Dooble
vertical strip with detailed pencil drawing
.
Or single strip
.
Row 3/7 - Faulty inpressim (left carved figure) with
pencil diagram.
Delightful (in pair)
.
(e) L4b Ditto Remarkable set of plate blocks showing perforating With different perf heads.
(Ck1e or N> blocks show
small stain).
Head A Plate lA: Head B plo ZA and 2B N> of each - me--paIr'showing perI81eI't selvedge, me
unperfed left selvedge, 3A,3B, 411., 4B (me of each): Head
C plo lA, lB, ZA, 2B (perf. and unperf. left selvedger
ThU:epeatable ...••..•••.•..•...•......•..••..•....•••.•....

(f) Lv4a. Lv4b Superb study of the Tekoteko flaw.
All
states hBIIe a finely d:r8llln. pencil sketch detailing the
variety.
(1) Single watermark (L4a) used - a very early
state.
(2) MJltiple lIIIk. (L4b) flaw extends (used.
(3) M:lnt block of four shows flaw at full extent (few
stains.
(4) Used single shows later fading of flaw
and extending of flaw above ''D'' of "Zealand".
A very
rare set·
.
(g) L4b EKtraordinary block of four· showing oily effect
caused by cleaning fluid m plate.
The block is not
OKidised - appearance amazing.
Very rare
.

$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$2.75
$3.30
$220.00
$165.00
$110.00
$55.00
$44.00

$65.00

$575.00
$325.00

ELEVEN
133 (a) lAc. Perf. 14 (line), wa, HM
Plate 2A block
Plate 2B block
Magnificent UHM block of four

.
.
.

$33.00
$33.00
$33.00

134 (a) lAd, Pen. 14 x IS, wa, HM
Plate 2A UHM ••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••..•••••.•••.•.
Plate 2B UHM (no left selvedge)
.

$49.50
$47.50

135 (a) L4e. Pen. 12\, \oJ8, lM In blocks of six UHM
Plate 2A
Plate 2B

$12.50
$12.50

.
.

136 (a) lAf Perf. 14 x la\ wa (coarse), 111 Another amazing perf
hea study. Rea
- pIates 2A, JA, 3B, 4A (crack
CamEncing) 5,~d C - pI. 4B.
Head D - pI. 3A, 3B.
Head E pI. 2A, 2B, 5, 3B, 5, SA.
Head'l!'ZA,"" 2B, 3B, 4A, 5B,
~.
Nice specialised study
.
(b) lAf Ditto Plates 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4B, 5, SA, 5B - each
.
The two halves of
(c) Vlf Ditto Set of plates 5 and 5B.
plate 5 were later marked SA and 5B.
Evidence of the
camr:n plate 5 and 5B is flaw Row 10 be~ stanps 1 and
2.
Nice proving set
.
(a) Nonnal (b) Early
(d) lAf Ditto Set of plates no. 4 A.
pIate crack at adjoining selvedge comers of Rows 9 and
(c) Stanps now joined by crack.
Set of 3 ...
10, No. 1.
Or set of two, no crack .and early crack with wide bottan
selvedge plate mark in centre of A and B sheet~
.

a

HEALTH STAMPS

$10.00
$30.00
$20.00

To be aontinued .. ,

rn'ID) FINE VOlllMES - the R.A. DElcrER SPECIALISED COlLECI'ION
of the NZ HFALTHS DATIN; FR<M 1929 The early years (1929
to 1935) are represented by fine used or good ill mint
1931 pair (m) with
(1932 - watermark inverted, used).
SC1lE staining.
Fran 1936 lOOst years are represented by
plate blocks and 1n many cases studies of plate flaws, reentries and retbuches in positiCllal blocks with inverted
watermarks - a1m:lst entirely mint.
1946 pair receives
very detailed coverage, with all the major re-Entries
and states.
Frcm 1957 miniature sheets are included UIM
or ill and the 1963 3d. + Id. has a superb set of the
R3/5 flaw and two blocks of "flaw scratched off" showing
variations.
The 1964 3d. + Id. m/s with "rrdsplaced
yellow" is a fine itan.
1965 4d. + Id. m/s appears 1n
the "guillotining error" variety two sheets reconstructed
with misplaced cut through the third vertical row (rare!).
1966 - 4d. + Id. - a ~ficent block of four - two
stanps (top row) "Cap on Kiwi" flaw (as yet unexplained).
Strrog in plate varieties, strrog in mxiems ....•.......

139

$115.00
$3.30

P.O.R.

Wdi'9di'9JiWdf'cfIdi'JiWdf'di'~cfIdi'cfIdi'cfIdi'di'di'cfIdi'di'di'di'di'di'di'cfIdi'di'di'di'di'cfIdi'di'JiWdf'ecfldi'di'di'di'di'cWldi'dfdi'di'di'di'di'~cIi'c]

[

"Eaah month I took forward to seeing ~hat the postie brings me in
the ~y of sendings from you good peopte and eaah month I am
deUghted. " - MWMaG, WeHington

Wdi'di'di'di'cfIdi'cfIdi'cIiIfiIcIi'cI1cdi'di'cfIdi'di'di'di'di'di'di'cfIdi'di'cfIdi'di'cfIdi'edi'di'cfIdi'di'di'di'di'di'6'cfIdi'cfIdi'ecfldi'&'di'di'di'JiWdf'di'di'di'c/i'cf,Di'di'di'cfIdi'cIi'c
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TWELVE

MORE BEAUTIFUL COVERS
Again this month anothep small selection of intepesting items.
Remembep CP
ape in the mapket fop anything good in Postal Histopy and eaply New Zealand
coveps - the finep the bettep.
112 (a) 1880 (26 ffril)
Invercargill to Bradford ''via San
Francisco.
Fine cover bearing pair of 6d. First
Sideface (C5c).
For 1/- rate.
Backst:aIIped
Bradford July 5.
Good strikes of Jnvercargill duplex..
(b) 1899 (25 October)
Fine registered cover.
Oama.ru to
PortSllDUth, New Hanpshire.
''R'' Registered handstanp
and boxed "Registered at Oama.ru" in purple.
Oama.ru
squared circle and San Francisco Registry Division.
BackstBll¥> endorsed (Xl the back ''Delivery Attenpted"
with date, tinE and signature.
Attractive!
.
(c) 1907 (14 October) Te Rangaakaupo to Hobart.
Fine
registered exanple ;fran this extrsrely rare closed
office (1907-1908).
Strip of three and single Id.
Universal (Royle) p.14.
~ fine strikes of Te
Rangaakaupo COS with full range of backstanps - Cllakune,
Taumrunui, Wellington registered and Hobart. Cover
spiked, but undoubtedly a very rare item
.
(d) 1919 (27 sntE!lIDer)
Fine exanple of slogan ''We've
GOt a Man i You've Got a Job".
lll.id. George V Orangebrown at Christchurch to Ohio.
''Passed by the Military
Censor" cachet
.
(e) 1920 (28 JrsiCi)
Christchurch local cover with 3d.
Victory an s ogan "Soldiers Fought for You Now Let
Them".
Beautiful item and clear strike
.
(f) 1923 (6 March)
EKtrsrely rare Auckland slogan "Auckland
S\iiIier carnival - March 17 to 24 - The joy week of
1923".
Absolutely superb strike (Xl lll.id. George V
cover to USA
.
October)
Christchurch to San Francisco.
Fine
(g) 1927
exanp e of IlEter frank No. 15 (PSNZ, Vol. Ill, p.43l).
E'.xaIqJle of overseas use after recognition by the UPU in
October 1921.
.
(h) 193~ March)
Gisbome Air Transport Limited.
Gis
/Hastings First Flight cover - pilot signed.
2d. YellOW' George V
.
(i) 1938
Aerll).
Pitcaim Island registered.
Cover
fran l.tcaun to Chicago.
Good strikes of Pitcairn
CJ?S. and registered label No. 189. Cover in good C(Xlditl.(Xl
.
(j) 1941 (23 October)
Pao1 cover addressed to Central
Agency, Geneva.
9d. Maori Panel (Xl fine ainnai.l cover
with usual censor label and cachet
.
(k) 1951 (16 Jul~
Ship letter envelope posted (Xl board
''City of 51 y" addressed to USA.
2 x Id. George VI
GB, postmarked Napier and boxed ''Loose Letter". ''Posted
(Xl Ship" cachet.
No other markings.
Fine exanple
of this usage
.

f

go

[

$65.00

$100.00

$325.00

$45.00
$50.00

$100.00

$35.00
$100.00

$175.00
$200.00

$100.00

lIi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'JiIJ1Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'Oi'J1cli'0i'0i'0i'0i'JiIJ1Ji1J1Oi'JiIJ1Oi'Oi'0i'90i'0i'JiIJ1Oi'JiIJ1Oi'JiIJ1Oi'~9di'cIi'cVJiIJ1Ji1J1c1iC]

"Anyhow. thanks to all at CP fol' the support you lend me in my
collecting.
Keep up the good wopk and thanks also fol' the kind
thoughts. " - Wellington
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